
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this station for the quarter
specified.  This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear intended to imply any
degree of priority or significance of the issues.

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS
2018

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: PROGRAM SEGMENT: DATE/TIME:    DURATION: DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT:      

(mm:ss:)
1 FEMA assistance deadline 5:00 news 10/1/18 0:00 01:00:00 Gives dates for Delta Fire survivors to apply for FEMA help. 

2 Carr Fire Furnishings closing 5:30p newscast 10/10/18 0:00 02:05:00 Store offering free furnishings to fire victims closing

3 8 year old in cuffs 6:30p newscast 10/29/18 0:00 02:21:00 Autistic 8 year old cuffed by cops - why? 

4 Oroville HVAC contract 11:00 PM 10/23/18 0:00 01:10:00 People mad city of Oroville signed contract with out of area company

5 Operation BOO follow up 5:00p newscast 11/1/18 0:00 01:15:00 Sex offenders arrested locally in statewide sweep

6 Camp Fire continuing coverage ALL day/night 11/8/18 0:00 continuous 9 days of continuous coverage of Camp Fire 

7 Camp Fire search for missing 5:30p newscast 11/19/18 0:00 02:00:00 Hundreds listed as still missing-- we cover what is being done to find them.

8 Camp Fire flash flood watch 6:30p newscast 11/28/18 0:00 01:00:00 We go to areas that are burned to look out for flash flooding

9 Camp Fire info update 11:00 p.m. newscast 12/3/18 0:00 03:00:00 Info about Camp Fire, including location and time for meeting and free childcare

10 Carr Fire water quality concerns 5:00p newscast 12/11/18 0:00 01:40:00 In certain areas burned by Carr Fire, water is not safe to drink

11 Opt-in vs. Opt Out 5:30p newscast 12/19/18 0:00 02:00:00 Pros and cons of opting in to govnt' debris removal program Contruction boom after Carr Fire

12 Construction boom after fires 6:30p newscast 12/27/18 0:00 01:57:00 Construction workers are seeing a boom in building after wildfire

 


